We consider certain systems of linear operator equations where the n-th order solution is made unique by an initial value taken from the preceeding solution. Such conditions arise in the enumeration of lattice paths with weighted left turns, if the paths are restricted by a lower linear barrier of integer slope.
Introduction
All our lattice paths take unit steps in the " North (= y) and ! East (= x) direction, starting at the origin. Symmetry lies at the center of most of the appealing formulas in lattice paths enumeration, and some symmetries are still preserved when we enumerate paths with weighted left turns However, for such paths the two basic problems of staying below and above a line parallel to the diagonal are no longer symmetric (formulas (7) and (8)). The discrepancy between \below" and \above" gets considerably worse when the line has a slope di erent from one (formula (6) and Theorem 2) . Yet the proof of Theorem 2 shows that there is still enough symmetry left in the recurrence relation to allow signi cant simpli cations.
We enlist the help of the Finite Operator Calculus 3] to solve these problems. Suppose, B is a degree reducing linear operator on the algebra of polynomials, like the derivative operator D or the (forward) di erence operator . We are interested in polynomial sequences fp n (x)g n 0 ; deg(p n ) = n, which solve the system of operator equations Bp n (x) = p n?1 (x) for all positive integers n. fp n (x)g n=0;1;::: is a She er sequence if B is a delta operator, a power series B(D) of order 1 in D. For example, f(x) := f(x + 1) ? f(x) = (e D ? 1)f(x) (Taylor series) is a delta operator. Another important delta operator for the enumeration of lattice paths with weighted left turns is the generalized backwards di erence operator
where is the (formal) weight parameter di erent from zero. An -She er sequence fd n (x)g must therefore satisfy the recurrence d n ( 
is the total weight of all such paths from the origin to (x; n). Note that this solution is symmetric in n and x for nonnegative integers, as required by the recursion (2). The theory of delta operators and She er sequences was developed in the Finite Operator Calculus 3]; an overview of applications to the initial value problem Bp n (x) = p n?1 (x) for all n = 1; 2; : : : (4) p n (cn + ) = y n for all n = 0; 1; : : : in combinatorics can be found in 2]. In this paper we solve a recursive initial value problem (Theorem 1) where instead of given initial points ( ; y 0 ); (c + ; y 1 ); (2c + ; y 2 ); : : :we have conditions of the form Bp n (x) = p n?1 (x) for all n = 1; 2; : : : p n (cn + ) = p n?1 (cn + ) for all n = K; K + 1; : : : :
We assume that p 0 (x) = s 0 (x); : : : ; p K?1 (x) = s K?1 (x) where fs n (x)g is some given She er sequence. This sequence may originate from similar initial conditions with parametersc;~ ; and 0 K < K. In other words, we could handle piecewise linear initial inputs atcn +~ for n =K; : : : ; K ? 1, and cn + for n K, etc.
Finding the total weight t v (u) of all lattice paths with weighted left turns ending at (u; v) and staying strictly below the line x = c(y ? K) for positive integers c and K is an initial value problem of the type (4). We can expand t v (u) by applying 2, (19.5)]
where fb n (x)g is the basic sequence (19). The case c = 1 is very special; the symmetry of fd n (x)g can be used to nd the solution
which enumerates the weighted paths below y = x + K for all 0 v u + K.
It is a very di erent problem to nd the total weight fr n (y)g of paths with weighted left turns staying strictly above the line y = c(x ? K). We will see in Section 3 that we must solve a recursively de ned initial value problem of the type (5). For m c(n ?K) 0 there
paths with l left turns that end at (n; m+1) staying strictly above the line y = c(x?K) (see (23)). This representation contains an alternating sum. Formula (22) is non-alternating, but requires more terms for large n. 
Recursive Initial Values
We want to \solve" the system of delta operator equations Bp n (x) = p n?1 (x) for all n = 1; 2; : : :
under the initial conditions p n (x) = t n (x) for all n = 0; 1; : : : ; K ? 1 p n (cn + ) = p n?1 (cn + ) for all n = K; K + 1; : : :
where ft n (x)g is some given B-She er sequence, c; , and K are constants. \Solving" the systems means expanding p n (x) in terms of the basic sequence fb n (x)g associated with the delta operator B. This is the B-She er sequence with initial values b n (0) = 0;n , which is usually explicitly known. If (t) is the compositional inverse of B(t) then P n 0 b n (x)t n = exp(x (t)) ( is the solution to the recursive initial value problem (9).
Proof. If we write p n (x) = t n (x) ? q n?K (x ? ) then fq n (x)g is also a She er sequence for the delta operator B, satisfying the condition q n (cn + cK) ? q n?1 (cn + cK) = t n+K (cn + cK + ) ? t n+K?1 (cn + cK + )
for all n 0. If we de ne w n (x) = q n (cn + cK + x) ? q n?1 (cn + cK + x) = (1 ? B)q n (cn + cK + x) for all n 0 (15) then fw n (x)g is a She er sequence for BE ?c because of (10). fw n (x)g has the initial values w n (0) = t n+K (cn + cK + ) ? t n+K?1 (cn + cK + ):
We can now apply the Binomial Theorem (13) to expand w n (x) in terms of n x x+cn b n (x + cn) o , the basic sequence of BE ?c (see (11) In order to nd the weight r n (y) of the ballot paths above the line y = c(x?K) it is no longer admissible to use the initial value r n (c(n ? K)) = 0 for all n K, because the recurrence r n (y + 1) = r n (y) + r n?1 (y + 1) + ( ? 1)r n?1 (y) requires that we can \walk through" the point (n; y) { we cannot block this passage with an initial value r n (c(n ? K)) = 0. Instead, we must work with the recursive initial condition (5) where = 1 ? cK r n (c(n ? K) + 1) = r n?1 (c(n ? K) + 1) for all n K (bold entries in the table below).
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